
Requested information for submission from faculty: 

 A 3 year CV or your entire CV with materials from last 3 years (2015, 2016, 2017) highlighted. 

 Confirm the data in the faculty database. This is an important repository of faculty data needed 

for merit pay and for the SEFS business with the College and upper campus. 

 1 page personal statement. This 1-page statement should include the following: 1) the 

faculty member’s annual goals consistent with their work plan – please also indicate your 

agreed upon percentage efforts in teaching, research, and service; 2) accomplishments of 

goals; 3) an explicit synopsis of their service activities; 4) mitigating circumstances they wish 

the committee to consider; 5) accomplishments of which they are especially proud. A 

faculty member may indicate if she/he wishes the committee to consider in their ranking of 

highly meritorious faculty.  

 

Note: submit all materials to Amanda Davis (adavis4@uw.edu) by May 7th, 2018 

The review process: 

Each PMT committee member will review all SEFS faculty. The PMT committee will summarize the 

evaluations and submit a summary of their findings in writing to the director, with a copy to the faculty. 

The committee will convey to the director those faculty they feel are meritorious. In addition, it will 

indicate if any faculty, in the committee’s opinion, have sub-standard performance in teaching, 

research, or service. A decision regarding merit for these faculty will be left with the Director; the PMT 

committee will not make a non-meritorious recommendation to the director.  The standards for 

performance in teaching, research, and service will be the same as approved by the faculty last year (see 

next page). As before, evaluation by the PMT committee is advisory to the Director. 

The PMT committee will designate the top faculty performances as highly meritorious and pass this list 

to the Director. Within each faculty member’s annual materials, but especially as called out in the 

annual faculty statement, the committee will look for performance beyond what was expected during 

work planning. The case for high merit will be built around the evidence that the faculty member has 

made positive scholarly impacts, their performance in teaching, research, and service, and their 

contributions to the well-being of SEFS. Factors to be considered when evaluating faculty for high merit 

include teaching load, teaching evaluations, graduate student mentoring, undergraduate student 

mentoring, publications, grant applications, grant success, research presentations, outreach, 

campus/national/international service 

High merit recommendation process: 

Materials will be reviewed independently for high merit by all members of the PMT committee and 

ranked. Each member of the committee will provide a list of those candidates they feel are highly 

meritorious for group discussion. The committee will discuss these candidates and create a unanimously 

agreed upon list of highly meritorious faculty for the Director’s consideration. 
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The PMT committee will not consider its own members for allocation of high merit. However, those on 

the committee wishing to be so considered will submit their statement directly to the Director for 

assessment in relation to the ranked list provided by the committee. 

 

Merit thresholds (same as proposed and voted on April 15, 2014): 

The merit threshold is defined as follows:  

A. Research Performance (the peer-reviewed product threshold value reflects an annual work 

plan that stipulates 40% research; targets for lower or higher annual stipulations would be 

proportional to this, e.g., a 20% research work effort would be evaluated at threshold level 

half of that stated below and an 80% research work effort would be evaluated at levels 

twice that stated; evidence of application for or receipt of some research support as 

stipulated in items ii and iii should be realized by all faculty with any amount of research 

specified in their annual work plan). Standards in the first dimension and either the second 

or third dimension below must be reached to earn merit, however the committee will read 

each faculty member’s work plan and personal statement to understand mitigating 

circumstances and alternative measures to those stated below. These may include, for 

example, emphasis on publication over grantsmanship in certain years. For a work plan 

expressing 40% effort on research:  

i. An average of 2 peer-reviewed products per year (the gold standard product 

is a paper published in journals recognized by SCOPUS or WEB OF SCIENCE 

or patent issued by the US Patent Office). However, in lieu of this standard, 

faculty may suggest other comparable accomplishments consistent with 

their work plan such as writing of a scientific book, commissioned report, an 

exhibit for legal proceedings, etc.,).  

Plus  

ii. Evidence of application for research support as PI, Co-PI, or Senior 

Personnel. 

OR  

iii. Evidence of success in obtaining support for research group as PI, CO-PI, 

or Senior Personnel.  

B. Teaching Performance (the threshold values reflect an annual work plan that stipulates 40% 

teaching; targets for lower or higher annual stipulations would be proportional to this). 

Standards in each of the first two dimensions and either the third or fourth below must be 

reached to earn merit, however the committee will read each faculty member’s work plan 

and personal statement to understand mitigating circumstances and alternative measures 

to those stated below. These may include, for example, emphasis on teaching more courses 



or on generating student credit hours rather than graduate mentoring or undergraduate 

mentoring, in certain years.  

i. Fulfillment of teaching 1 course per quarter, with participation in core 

and required classes as stipulated by the Director.  

AND  

ii. Success in teaching above courses as evidenced by adequate student 

evaluation scores (>3.0 on adjusted median scores for evaluation items 

1 through 4; or sustained improvement in scores), expected enrollment 

(note: exceptional generation of SCHs may be grounds for high merit), 

and innovation.  

Plus  

iii. Evidence of effective graduate student mentoring (supervision of at 

least 1 student per year and graduation of at least one student during 

the 3-year review period) as indicated by a list of student committees 

served on, students chaired, students graduated, and students funded 

by the faculty member.  

OR  

iv. Evidence of adequate and effective undergraduate student mentoring, 

including support of formal capstone series (e.g., restoration ecology 

capstone), completion of student projects and capstones (e.g., currently 

faculty teaching in ESRM should mentor at least 1 capstone student per 

year).  

 

C. Service and Outreach Performance  

 

i. Evidence of service to School, College, University, and wider 

professional and lay community as required by contract. In review of 

meeting this threshold the Director will discuss faculty participation on 

committee with relevant committee chair.  

 

Note: Faculty with substantial administrative service work components 

should only provide the PMT committee with evidence of their non-

administrative service here. The committee will evaluate administrative 

faculty based upon research, teaching, and non-administrative service 

as stipulated by the faculty member's annual work plan (e.g., if the 

faculty is on a 60% administrative appointment, we evaluate them 

based on attaining 40% of the standard thresholds in teaching, research, 

and non-administrative service). Evaluating the quality of administrative 



service is beyond the prevue of the PMT committee and is done by the 

particular faculty member's supervisor. 


